ABSTRACT Large-scale optimization is a challenging problem because it involves a large number of decision variables. In this paper, a simple but effective method, called hierarchical sorting swarm optimizer (HSSO), is proposed for large-scale optimization. As a variant of representative particle swarm optimizer (PSO), HSSO first sorts the initial particles according to their fitness values, and then partitions the sorted particles into two groups, namely, the good group corresponding to better fitness values, and the bad group with worse fitness values. The bad group is then updated by learning from the good one. After that, we take the good group as a new swarm and conduct the sorting and learning procedures. The aforementioned operations are repeated several times until only one particle left to form a hierarchical structure. In the experiments, HSSO is applied to optimize 39 benchmark test functions. The comparative results with several existing algorithms demonstrate that, despite its simplicity, HSSO shows improved performance in terms of both exploration and exploitation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Large-scale optimization has become a considerably important research topic in the field of engineering because of its wide applications, such as wideband metasurface design [1] , cognitive ocean network optimization [1] - [3] , parameter selection of laser micro-drilling [4] , unmanned aerial vehicles learning [5] , electricity distribution optimization [6] , image processing [7] , [8] , and many others. Compared with traditional optimization problems, the large-scale optimization has an enormous search space because it involves a large number of decision variables. Hence, it is easily trapped in locally optimal solutions and is difficult to address.
So far, there are many algorithms have been proposed to solve the large-scale optimization problems from diverse perspectives, which can be summarized into two main categories [9] , namely cooperative coevolutionay algorithms (CCEAs) and classical evolutionary algorithms (EAs) with new updating strategies.
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A. RELATED WORKS 1) COOPERATIVE COEVOLUTIONAY ALGORITHMS (CCEAS)
Cooperative coevolution (CC) is a framework implementing the divide-and-conquer technique [10] . This technique decomposes the optimizing problem into several smaller subproblems to improve the performance. CC is an effective method for solving large-scale optimization problems. Several researchers have combined CC with different EAs; for example, Bergh and Engelbrecht applied particle swarm optimization (PSO) with the CC framework [11] . Then, a differential evolution strategy called differential grouping (DG) was coupled with CC [12] . This method achieves high accuracy and efficiency in large-scale optimization problems. After that, global differential grouping (GDG) [13] and extended differential grouping [14] were proposed to improve DG. In [15] , random grouping is a decomposition strategy proposed by Yang et al. [16] . It decomposes a problem into k s-dimensional subproblems, but randomly allocated its decision variables to subcomponents in every coevolutionary cycle instead of using a static grouping [16] . CCEAs achieve promising performance for large-scale optimization, but they encounter two problems that limit their applications [9] . First, although the efficacy of CC is attributed to the decomposition strategy [6] , [17] , the performance of CCEAs is sensitive to the decomposition strategy. Moreover, the other drawback is that a good CCEA requires many function evaluations as the number of variable groups increases [9] . Therefore, in addition to the decomposition strategy, the optimization process requires numerous function evaluations.
2) NEW UPDATING STRATEGIES OF CLASSICAL EAS
A new updating strategy for classical EAs can provide a high diversity to solve large-scale optimization problems. PSO is a branch of evolutionary computation for solving optimization problems that was introduced by Kenny [18] in 1995. In 2004, Mendes et al. [19] proposed a modified PSO; they used another variant, namely, the neighborhood of a particle, rather than using pbest and gbest to update the particle. In 2006, Liang et al. [20] introduced another PSO variant, in which a particle is updated based on its personal best rather than the global best. In 2013, a multiswarm framework was proposed [21] . The particle is updated by pairwise competition: the loser is updated according to the winner and the winner is updated by a mutation strategy. To solve the problem of premature convergence, in 2015, a competitive swarm optimizer (CSO) was proposed [22] . Inspired by the social learning behavior among social animals, a social learning PSO (SL-PSO) [23] was developed. In 2017, a level-based learning swarm optimizer for large-scale optimization (LLSO) was proposed [9] . LLSO separates the particles into various levels according to their fitness values and updates the particles in each level separately. These algorithms are highly optimized for large-scale optimization problems, however, they still suffer from the drawbacks of easily falling into local optima and premature convergence.
B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel variant of PSO, named hierarchical sorting swarm optimizer (HSSO), for large-scale optimization. In the proposed HSSO, the particles are first divided into two groups by sorting their fitness values: the first group contains the good particles with higher fitness values and the other group includes the remaining bad particles with lower fitness values. Then, the bad particles learn from the good particles. This procedure is repeated on the good group, namely, we further sort and update the good particles. We repeat the aforementioned operations until all particles, except the best particle, have learned from the good ones, forming a hierarchical structure. HSSO is successfully evaluated by comparing with some state-of-the-art algorithms.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are highlighted as follows.
• We propose HSSO as a novel optimizer for large-scale optimization problems. The particles of HSSO are continuously updated by sorting and hierarchical learning strategies. Compared with existing methods, HSSO requires less memory and has a good swarm diversity.
• We investigate the benefits of HSSO in terms of both theoretical analysis and quantitative experiments on benchmark test functions. Comparisons with the stateof-the-art algorithms demonstrates the effectiveness of HSSO. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews some background knowledges. Sections III and IV present the proposed HSSO and experimental results in detail. Section V finally gives the conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this paper, without loss of generality, we consider the following minimization problem:
where x i is the i-th free variable, and D is the dimension of the search space. The above problem becomes difficult to optimize as D increases to a large number.
B. PSO AND ITS IMPROVEMENTS
PSO is based on the study of animal swarm behaviors, such as bird flocking. In PSO, each bird is referred to as a particle in the swarm through the random generation of a certain size of particles as the search space of effective solutions. Each particle in the swarm has a position and a velocity that can be determined by the fitness function, and the particles are updated iteratively. The particles continuously perform exploration and exploitation in the search space to find the global optimal solution. PSO is widely used to solve optimization problems [18] . Particles have a n-dimensional search space. Specifically, the particle learning in PSO is denoted by two aspects: position and velocity [9] . Let V i (t) and X i (t) be the velocity and position vectors of the i-th particle. pbest i (t) and gbest i (t) denote the personal best position and global best position of the i-th particle, respectively, which are updated as follows:
where t is the generation (iteration) number, ω is the inertia weight [24] , c 1 and c 2 [25] are acceleration coefficients, and r 1 and r 2 are uniformly randomized within [0,1]. Kennedy [26] considered the second part of Eq. (2) as the cognitive component and the third part as the social component. In practice, pbest may be similar or even equal to gbest because of the global influence of gbest, which greatly reduces the diversity of the swarm. PSO achieves good optimization performance but cannot cope with large-scale optimization problems. Therefore, several PSO variants have been developed to enhance the efficacy of PSO [27] , [28] . For example, the research on algorithm theory hopes to prove the search ability and convergence ability of PSO. Some approaches are inspired by differential evolution to improve the diversity of PSO [29] , [30] , by parameter research to improve the performance of the algorithm, and by different topology [31] , [32] , where the global search and the local search can be balanced.
CSO and SL-PSO are two state-of-the-art algorithms with topology. SL-PSO sorts particles according to fitness values. CSO uses a competition mechanism between particles within a single swarm and shows satisfactory performance on high-dimensional problems. In addition, the loser in the competition is updated by the winner as:
The second part of Eq. (4) is selected from the better particles, and the third part is the mean position of the whole swarm, as in CSO and SL-PSO. These methods all abandon gbest and pbest to guide the particle learning.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the proposed method in detail. The motivation of HSSO is given first. Next, the detailed derivation of HSSO is introduced. Finally, the discussions on time complexity and performance analysis are given.
A. THE MOTIVATION OF HIERARCHICAL SORTING
In this paper, we take account of a sorting and hierarchical learning mechanism within a single swarm to improve PSO. First, to better imitate the animal swarm behaviors, it is difficult for each particle to memorize pbest. Therefore, the particles in a swarm are halved into two groups: the good hierarchy and the bad hierarchy. The bad group learns information from the good group in current swarm. Second, HSSO uses sorting and hierarchical learning mechanisms to make the behavior learning from good particles rapid, thereby greatly reducing the computation time. At the same time, different hierarchies improve the diversity of the swarm. A higher degree of swarm diversity can alleviate the premature convergence. Finally, to ease the burden of the parameter setting, we use a dimension-dependent parameter control method, as in [23] , to improve the algorithmic robustness to the swarm size of the problem to be optimized.
B. HSSO
The hierarchical sorting swarm optimizer(HSSO) is constructed based on the local version of PSO. Similar to the classical PSO, the proposed HSSO initializes a swarm P(t) containing m particles, where m is the swarm size and t is the generation index. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate the main idea of HSSO. The most important parts of HSSO are particle sorting and particle hierarchical learning. The specific steps are as follows. As shown in Fig. 1 , the fitness values are randomly generated when the particles are initialized. One of the most important steps in HSSO is particles sorting. Particles in the swarm are sorted in descending order of fitness value. Particles sorting is prepared for next step. In this way, the fitness values in the good hierarchy will always be better than the bad one after the particle swarm is halved, which is convenient for the particle learning.
The other part is hierarchical learning. As shown in Fig. 2 , the particles are divided into two groups. The group with better fitness values is called the good hierarchy and the group with worse fitness values is called the bad hierarchy. Hierarchical learning is conducted between the two groups of particles: the bad particles are updated by the good. In each learning process, the value of m is halved. The good group is halved continuously into two hierarchies: the bad hierarchy and the good hierarchy. Therefore, particles are updated in only a small range when using the proposed hierarchical learning strategy. Particles in the swarm do not need to update themselves by selecting other particles, which can reduce the learning time. For the good group of particles, the previous step is repeated until the number of particles in the group satisfies m < 2. Finally, the particles, except the best one, learn from the good hierarchy. Then, all the particles enter the next generation P(t + 1).
The bad particles learn behavior from the good particles in the following manner:
where X i,j (t) is the jth dimension of particle i s behavior vector in generation t(i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · n}). V i,j (t) is the particle's speed. X g,j (t) is the behavior vector of the good particle. X b,j (t) is the behavior vector from the bad particle. X j (t) is the mean position of the relevant particles. ϕ is a control parameter within [0,1] that controls the influence of X j (t). R 1 (t), R 2 (t), and R 3 (t) are three randomly initialized vectors in generation t. We compare Eq. (6) with Eq. (2) for a better understanding of HSSO. The first part R 1 (t)V i,j (t) is similar to the inertia term in PSO, which balances the local and global search capabilities. The second part of Eq. (6) represents the self-learning ability of the particles. In PSO, the behavior learning of one particle uses the personal best position. However, the best position that they have experienced in the actual swarm is difficult to memorize [23] . In this paper, we constantly divide particles into two groups by sorting the fitness values of the particles: the particles with bad fitness values learn from those with good fitness values instead of the personal best value. The third part is to coordinate the mutual cooperation and share resources among particles. The bad particles learn from the mean position instead of the global best, which may more accurately simulate animal swarm behavior.
In addition, most PSO variant algorithms require appropriate adjustment to the swarm size m for different problems. Compared with other evolutionary algorithms, the variant PSO algorithm is sensitive to the search dimensions of the optimization problem. SL-PSO proposed a calculation method for m as the dimensions change. In this work, we also apply this method, which is defined as:
where M is the base swarm size [23] , and n is the dimension of HSSO. In this way, the complexity of adjusting the parameters is avoided, and the robustness of the algorithm is enhanced.
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
This sub-section discusses the time complexity of HSSO. The improvement of PSO algorithm in the proposed HSSO makes it easy to analyze the time complexity. The time cost of the fitness evaluations can be found in [33] and is not calculated here. Specifically, the time complexity of HSSO consists of two main components: swarm sorting and hierarchical 
The hierarchical learning process of the swarm repeatedly divides the particles into two hierarchies. The bad hierarchy is updated by the good hierarchy; that is, one hierarchical particle learns from a particles in the other hierarchy. This learning process greatly reduces the time consumption of choosing particles to study. For the optimization problem of particle swarm with m particles and n dimensions, the time complexity of hierarchical learning is as follows:
D. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this part, we analyze the exploration and exploitation of the proposed HSSO in contrast with the classical PSO.
1) EXPLORATION PERFORMANCE
It is necessary to consider the exploration performance of the variant PSO algorithms. A strong exploration ability will enhance the diversity of the swarm when the particles explore the search space [22] . In addition, global areas can be found, which can prevent trapping in the local optima. To examine the exploration performance of HSSO, we rewrite Eq. (6) as:
Then, we rewrite Eq. (2), the original formula of PSO, as Eq. (14):
Eq. (11) and Eq. (14) show that the difference between p i (i = 1, 2) and the particle to be updated serves as the main source of diversity. On the one hand, compared with Eq. (14), Eq. (11) has potential to preserve greater diversity. In p 1 and p 2 , the X g,j (t) obtained from the hierarchical learning process provides more chances for X b,j (t) to learn in HSSO. However, pbest i (t) is updated only when the particle finds a better position in PSO. This process causes a major problem: pbest i (t) is not updated for many generations. On the other hand, in HSSO, we use X j (t) instead of gbest(t). X j (t) is the mean current position of the whole swarm, so it is unlikely to result in bias toward any particle [22] . In a word, HSSO has strong exploration performance, which enhances the diversity of the swarm and benefits the particle learning.
2) EXPLOITATION PERFORMANCE
An algorithm may lose its search efficiency when the problem's dimensions increases to a large scale. Therefore, the exploitation performance is an important consideration [22] . For the PSO variants, the improvement of exploitation ability enables particles to exploit better areas quickly to find a good solution to the problem. To analyze the exploitation behavior of the proposed HSSO, we randomly selected two particles from the good hierarchy and bad hierarchy in the swarm. Then, we obtained the following relationship:
According to the comparison of X g,j (t) and X b,j (t) with pbest i (t) and gbest(t) defined in canonical PSO, the following relationship holds:
where pbest g (t) and pbest b (t) are the personal best positions of X g,j (t) and X b,j (t), respectively. When the generation becomes increasingly large in the late search stage, at which point all particles converge together, we have the following relationship among gbest(t), pbest g (t) and pbest b (t):
Therefore, the following relationship is achieved:
Similar to PSO, for HSSO, we have the following result:
where p 1 is the expected value of p 1 in Eq. (13) with ϕ = 0 for HSSO, and p 2 is the expected value of p 2 in Eq. (16) with ϕ = 0 for PSO. X g,j (t) is selected from the good hierarchy and is better than X i (t). Thus, according to the above formulas, we have:
Eq. (22) indicates that compared with the canonical PSO, HSSO has good exploitation performance to exploit the small gap between two positions with similar fitness values [9] , [22] . The performance analysis here indicates that HSSO has better exploration and exploitation abilities than PSO. Although these two performances often make large-scale optimization difficult, HSSO offers a good balance between them.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we provide several experimental results to evaluate the proposed HSSO from different perspectives. In the following, the experimental setting is first presented. After that, the proposed HSSO is evaluated via different types of functions and functions with different dimensions, respectively.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In this work, a set of 39 benchmark functions are used to evaluate HSSO. These benchmark functions were proposed for the IEEE CEC'13 [42] special session on real-parameter optimization (f 1 to f 12 ), the CEC'08 [43] special session on large-scale optimization (f 13 to f 19 ) and CEC '10 [44] (f 20 to f 39 ) on large-scale optimization. The functions are classified into three groups, resulting an ideal test set: unimodal functions, step function, and multimodal functions. The search dimensions of all 39 functions is denoted by n. The detailed information of the CEC'13 functions is illustrated in Table 1 . The proposed HSSO was tested on low-dimension (30-D) and high-dimensions (100-D, 500-D, and 1000-D), to comprehensively verify its scalability. The parameter settings of HSSO are presented in Table 2 . Nine representative algorithms were chosen for comparison, including competitive swarm optimizer (CSO) [22] , social learning particle swarm optimization (SL-PSO) [23] , standard particle swarm optimization (SPSO) [37] , efficient population utilization strategy for particle swarm optimizer (EPUS-PSO) [40] , dynamic multiswarm PSO (DMS-PSO) [38] , multilevel cooperative coevolution (MLCC) [41] , cooperative coevolution with differential grouping (DECC) [16] , dynamic multiswarm particle swarm optimizer with local search (DMS-L-PSO) [45] , and the local version PSO (LPSO) [39] , respectively. All experimental results, as reported in the technical literature, were obtained from 25 independent runs for each algorithm. The mean values of the 25 runs are reported. The Wilcoxon rank sum test at a significance level of α = 0.05 is used to compare two algorithms. In addition, the w/t/l in the last row shows the number of HSSO wins on w functions, ties on t functions, and losses on l functions, respectively.
B. EXPERIMENT ON DIFFERENT KINDS OF FUNCTIONS
The algorithm for large-scale optimization needs a good balance between exploration and exploitation. The compromise between these two aspects varies with the changing features of the problems and the varying requirements of the evolution process. In addition, the compromise between exploration and exploitation should not be the same or similar during all evolution stages [9] , [46] . Fig. 3 shows the comparison of different kinds of functions using CSO, SL-PSO, and HSSO. The used functions are selected from CEC'10. f 20 is fully separable and unimodal; f 26 is nonseparable and unimodal; f 27 is nonseparable and multimodal; f 31 is nonseparable, unimodal and rotated; f 34 is nonseparable, multimodal and rotated; f 39 is fully nonseparable and unimodal. We can observe that in Fig. 3(a) , HSSO, CSO and SL-PSO rapidly seek the best fitness values. In Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) , regardless of whether the function is simple or complex, the exploration performance of HSSO is better than those of CSO and SL-PSO, which is important for unimodal functions. The results of multimodal functions, plotted in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(e) , show that the convergence of HSSO is fast. On the contrary, the convergence speed of SL-PSO and CSO are slower. Additionally, HSSO exploits better fitness values. These results indicate that HSSO has a good balance between exploration and exploitation, so the convergence speed of HSSO to these functions is faster than those of CSO and SL-PSO.
C. EXPERIMENT ON LOW-DIMENSION FUNCTIONS
The CEC'13 benchmark functions are first used to test HSSO in low dimensions. For unimodal problems, it needs to seek fast convergence under these conditions [47] , and the exploitation should be focused. By contrast, exploration should receive proper emphasis to keep away from the local optima. The main purpose of exploration is to help particles escape from local areas. As aforementioned, HSSO can achieve good exploration and exploitation performance and balance these two abilities. Table 3 First, the exploitation ability of the algorithm requires greater emphasis for unimodal functions. The ability of fast convergence is achieved. Table 1 , where f 1 to f 5 are unimodal functions, shows that HSSO demonstrates good performance. For example, the convergence speed of HSSO is faster than those of SL-PSO and CSO. Despite demonstrating good performance on f 4 and f 7 , SL-PSO has a high diversity but it shows a slow convergence speed. These characteristics limit its exploitation ability. However, HSSO outperforms the other methods on almost all of CEC'13 functions due to its ability to converge as quickly as the original PSO. On f 4 , in HSSO, exploitation is slightly biased without a severe loss of exploration. Table 3 also shows that the performance of HSSO on multimodal functions is improved. For f 8 and f 10 , HSSO still achieves better convergence speed and quality than SL-PSO and SPSO, where excessive exploration leads to poor exploitation.
D. EXPERIMENT ON 100-D TEST FUNCTIONS
To further study the stability of HSSO, the CEC'08 benchmark is used to test high-dimension scenarios. In this part, we transform HSSO into a high-dimensional experiment with 100-D, and the maximum number of fitness evaluations is set to 5000 × D = 5 × 10 5 . Among the functions, two are separable functions (f 1 and f 6 ), and the other five are nonseparable.
In this test, five algorithms are chosen, i.e., SL-PSO [23] , CSO [22] , EPUS-PSO [40] , DMS-PSO [45] and MLCC [41] . These five algorithms were participants of the CEC'08 competition. The corresponding results are reported in Table 4 . For unimodal functions, exploitation is emphasized on f 1 and f 2 . HSSO converges faster than SL-PSO, MLCC, CSO VOLUME 7, 2019 and EPUS-PSO. HSSO maintains a high convergence speed that is better than those of the other algorithms. By contrast, MLCC has a slow convergence speed. When considering multimodal functions, the exploration should be dynamic and appropriately biased without serious exploitation loss to avoid premature convergence. Table 5 displays optimization results among different algorithms in the situation of 500D. The proposed HSSO continues to show the best ability. With the exceptions of f 1 and f 5 , HSSO achieves the best results among the compared functions. DMS-L-PSO always finds the real global optimum on f 1 and f 5 , but it has poor performance on other functions. In comparison, MLCC is better than the rest algorithms on f 4 due to its differential evolution variant on f 4 , which is a shifted Rastrigin function. EPUS-PSO performs poorly on f 1 , f 5 and f 6 . In summary, the results here shows that HSSO produces the best performance on unimodal and most complex multimodal functions; that is, HSSO maintains better exploitation and exploration.
E. EXPERIMENT ON 500-D TEST FUNCTIONS

F. EXPERIMENT ON 1000-D TEST FUNCTIONS
To verify the efficiency and flexibility of HSSO, we use not only the CEC'08 benchmark sets but also the CEC'10 benchmark sets to conduct experiments on two widely used sets of large-scale optimization problems. The former has only 7 functions that are either separable or fully nonseparable. The latter is an improved version of the CEC'08 for large-scale optimization. Twenty test functions are obtained by incorporating the partially separable functions. In addition, the latter functions are much more difficult and complex to optimize. Table 6 and Table 7 illustrate the comparison results of the two different benchmark sets with 1000 dimensions. From Table 6 , we can observe that HSSO has the best performance, with substantial superiority on separable function f 13 and nonseparable functions f 15 and f 16 comparing with SL-PSO, CSO, and EPUS-PSO. Table 7 shows that HSSO outperforms the other algorithms on most of the functions. A comparison of the search ability of HSSO with those of three PSO variants (SL-PSO, CSO and DMS-L-PSO) on f 20 , f 26 , f 27 and f 31 is depicted (f 20 is separable and unimodal, f 26 and f 31 are nonseparable, multimodal and rotated, and f 27 is nonseparable and unimodal). On contrast, DECC-DG and MLCC are two CCEAs with the CC framework. Although HSSO algorithm is simple, these results show that it is promising also for solving large-scale optimization problems.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents HSSO as a new optimizer for large-scale optimization. In HSSO, we first sort the particles by their fitness values and then conduct hierarchical learning to update the bad particles instead of using the personal best value. In this way, HSSO avoids the problem of premature convergence. Additionally, we do not need to fine-tune the swarm size required by SL-PSO. Hence, the proposed HSSO is efficient and convenient. Extensive experimental results indicate that HSSO successfully utilize the information among particles in a swarm.
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